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Coming Events
The May 24 General Meeting presentation will
be arranged later this month and will be announced once determined.
The Bragging Rights theme is Quartz. Email
pictures of your entries to Alan Achor kayakbb7@gmail.com, and join in the fun.
April 26 Board Meeting will take place via
Zoom.
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President’s Message.
I made a miscalculation for our last meeting by saying that Santa Clara County COVID guidelines
had relaxed and therefore we were not required to wear masks. It was correct, but not applied well.
First, we had a large crowd gathered close together who were excited to be around other people and
rocks. Second, I blithely assumed that the Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society (SCVGMS)
folks are vaccinated. Both of these were ill thought out (if thought is the accurate word). In the responses to my notice that someone at the meeting had COVID, so everyone had been exposed, I
found out that there is at least one person in SCVGMS who is not vaccinated.
I think that in the future I will allow maskless meetings for people who are comfortable with it. All
people who are not vaccinated shall attend the meeting on Zoom. I will require masks for Silent
Auction meetings. I will have masks for people who forgot theirs and decide that they should be
wearing a mask. And I will wear a mask as an example that masks are fine.
That was the first group gathering where I have not worn a mask in over 2 years. We all have our
own personal standards. Mine are to wear a mask at places like the grocery store. I wear a mask in
restaurants until I am at the socially distanced table and am eating and drinking. I wear a mask in
places where other people are in my meeting or are serving me. I relax at home because it is just
me. I just tested myself, last bit of time after self quarantine, and I tested negative, as expected.
Wash your hands and let me know how you are!
Stay healthy!
Respectfully,
Madam President Michele Smith

Cutting Rock Slabs
Jose Sul and Stephen May have offered to cut slabs for Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society (SCVGMS) members.
Jose is working on his 14 inch saw to be ready to cut slabs for the club. He will teach you how to use
a saw and what you need to remember to be safe and have good cuts. More details will follow in the
next couple of months.
Stephen will be able to cut larger rocks, using an 18 inch saw which has new oil and makes clean
cuts. If you want a rock cut, bring it to the general membership meeting. Once it is cut, Stephen will
arrange to deliver or have the owner pick up the cut pieces.
If three slabs are cut, two will go to the rock holder and one slab will go to the club. If instead, the
rock is simply being cut in two, the member will keep both halves.
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Member Displays
Please email a photo of the items that you wish to display to Michele Smith by the Sunday before the general meeting, so that the people who attend the meeting on Zoom rather than in person can view your items.
Please bring your items with you to the Cabana Club, if you are attending the meeting.
Jo Borucki brought a tourmaline, smoky quartz, and cleavelandite specimen from the Tourmaline Queen
Mine in Southern California, collected in the late 1960’s by Gene Westerberg. Rick Kennedy, a day or two
later, cleaned up the specimen, removing some of the white cleavelandite thus showing more of the tourmaline and quartz. One of our guests brought a sample of Plasma Agate from the Clear Creek Management
Area. Rick Kennedy showed off the most recent edition of the Mineralogical Record that had a feature
article on the Hallelujah Junction scepter location. Rick was happy to say that he has author credit and has
found some of the specimens featured in the article.

Tourmaline, Smoky Quartz, and
Cleavelandite Specimen
Before Cleanup

Tourmaline, Smoky Quartz, and
Cleavelandite Specimen
After Cleanup

Don’t know what to display? Any type of rock, mineral, or fossil (identified or not), your latest project,
information on a field trip, ideas for a display case, or anything to do with rocks is appreciated. Sharing
items helps to educate all who are attending. Show off what you love, so that we can enjoy it with you.
Rick Kennedy– Chairperson

Sunshine
We would like to wish all our members good health. A piece of great news is that
Danielle Diamond and her husband have welcomed a new child into this world.
On a much sadder note, Charlie Tucker died in January. As a Smithie, he worked
in silver and made several sets of jewelry for his wife and friends. He wrote an article for the October 2021 Breccia about his time at Camp Paradise. He will be
missed.
If you know of anyone needing some sunshine in their lives, please email Margo
Mosher at margomosher@yahoo.com.

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA

Charlie Tucker
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Information on Shows
May-August

May 6-8; Lancaster, CA California Federation Show
Hosted by Antelope Valley Gem & Mineral Club
Antelope Valley Fairgrounds 2551 W. Avenue H
Hours: Fri & Sat 9-5; Sun 9-4
Contact: Susan Chaisson-Walblom Email: slchaisson@yahoo.com
May 6-7; Yucaipa, CA Yucaipa Gem and Mineral Society
Yucaipa Blvd and Adams St., Yucaipa CA
Hours: Fri. 6-10 PM, Sat. noon-10 PM
Contact: (909) 794-0731 Website: http://yvgms.org
May 7-8; Jackson, CA Amador County Gem & Mineral Society
Kennedy Mine Gem & Craft Show, 12594 Kennedy Mine Rd., Jackson, CA
Hours: Sat 10-5, Sun. 10-4
Contact: (916) 698-9853 Website: http://www.amadorgemandmineral.org
June 11-12; Escondido, CA Palomar Gem and Mineral Club
California Center for the Arts 340 N Escondido Hours:
Sat 10-5 Sun 10-4
Contact: Toni Floyd 425-281-6218 Email: tonifloyd41615@gmail.com
Website: http://palomargem.org
July 16-17; Culver City, CA Culver City Gem & Mineral Society Fiesta of Gems
Veterans Memorial Auditorium, 4117 Overland Ave., Culver City
Hours: Sat 10-6; Sun 10-5
Contact: BradSmithJewelry@gmail.com Website: http://culvercityrocks.org/fiesta.htm
August 20-21; Arcadia CA Pasadena Lapidary Society
“Inspiration Unearthed”, 62nd Annual Tournament of Gems
Arcadia Masonic Center, 50 W. Duarte Rd., Arcadia
Contact: Ellen Ferrell 1-727-512-0381 Email: ellenbf2007@aol.com
Website: pasadenalapidary.org

From the CFMS newsletter for May

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
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Camp Paradise
Week 1: August 22nd to August 28th 2021
Week 2: August 29th to September 4th 2021
For more information about time, location, lodging, etc., contact:
Camp Paradise Registrar

Sandi Kilcrease
422 Mitchel Lake Court
Copperopolis, CA 95228
(831) 334-1170
slk95228@gmail.com

Also available to assist you:
Committee Co-Chairs, Tony & Sandie Fender, email: sandie.fender@gmail.com

Smithies Resume!
I am happy to announce the Smithies will resume Wednesday, June 21, 2022 at1:00pm until 4:00pm
in our backyard shed. (Third Tuesdays of each month from 1-4pm).
Address is 2357 Loma Park Court, San Jose 95124. Enter through the gate at the end of the front
porch. You will see the shed. Shed can comfortably fit a total of six people. However, due to the pandemic, the number may be limited.
The goal for this session will be to get members familiar with some basic tools, and learn enough to produce a wearable piece of jewelry.
Focus will be making multiple jump rings at once, how to treat them, and create a simple chain, and a
more advanced chain. More details later and photos will be emailed prior to the class.
Nominal fee is $5.00 per class.
You do not need to bring any tools or materials. I will supply copper wire for the jump rings, and the
tools necessary.
I will post photos of the chains we will be making and other details soon.
Email me if you are interested.
Thanks,
Pat email: pat.speece@comcast.net

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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The Silent Auction

April 26, 2022 was a success with
many people bringing items to be
auctioned. There was a great variety of items including rock and
mineral samples, a beautiful deep
purple amethyst geode sphere, an
onyx obelisk, small boxes of mineral samples, tumbled rocks, rock
tumbling supplies, honey jars and
combs, a drone, and many other
items. The bidding was enthusiastic, and as a result, $751 was realized as welcome funds for
SCVGMS. A big thank you to all
who participated!
Stephen May Arranging Rock
Samples for Sale

Members Arranging Their
Treasures for Bidding

Website Links
Your Window to the World of Important Websites
Click on the blue area of whatever site you want to visit!
Link to Our SCVGMS Website: http://www.scvgms.org/
Note: After you click on the above link, if you want to see the Breccia and other news items, scroll down and
click on “Download”, shown under the Newsletter option.
The American Federation of Mineralogical Societies (AMFS): http://www.amfed.org
The California Federation of Mineralogical Societies (CFMS): http://www.cfmsinc.org/
To access the news from the American Lands Access Association: www.amlands.org

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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Bragging Rights
There was no Bragging Rights at our April meeting because of the silent auction. The theme for May’s
meeting is Quartz. There are many beautiful and interesting quartz items so enter your special item by
emailing a photo of your entry to Alan Achor at kayakbb7@gmail.com
Alan Achor-Bragging Rights Chairman

Rockhound of the Month
Bob Kout was given the award in thanks for his many acts of volunteerism..

Membership Dues
SCVGMS membership dues are due for the year 2022. Your dues are essential to the operation of
SCVGMS. They are $5.00 for Junior, $20.00 for an individual, and $30.00 for the household.

Please send your check to Treasurer, Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society, Box 54, San
Jose, CA 95103-0054 or to Frank Mullaney, 5705 Begonia Drive, San Jose, CA 95124
Thank you.

Open House
The SCVGMS membership is invited to our open house on
May 21, 10:00-2:00, in the workshop.
You are invited to set up shop at our tailgate area for a minimal charge.
Equipment, books, slabs and rough will be offered for sale.
The address is:
20948 Corsair Blvd, Hayward
Beth Farmer

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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Scapolite Sudoku Puzzle
By Jo Borucki

It occurred to me that a Sudoku puzzle could be made using letters instead of numbers as long as I
chose just nine letters so, I looked for minerals that had nine distinct letters. I chose the mineral
Scapolite because it has a hardness between 5 and 6, and our theme for this Breccia is Mohs Hardness
of 5. My other choice was Brimstone, another name for Sulphur with Mohs Hardness of 2, but I
thought that the word brimstone would be better used if I made this puzzle hellishly hard, and I decided
not to do that. So give this puzzle a try if you are a Sudoku fan. These are the rules:
Rule 1: Each row must contain the letters SCAPOLITE without repetitions.
Rule 2: Each column must contain the letters SCAPOLITE without repetitions.
Rule 3: There are nine blocks; 3 down and 3 across and the letters SCAPOLITE can each only occur
once in each block.
Rule 4: Every block, row, and column must have every letter in SCAPOLITE, and no letter should occur more than once.

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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WHEN IS ARAGONITE NOT ARAGONITE?
On a rockhounding trip to the Corocoro Mining District in Bolivia, you have the good fortune to find a
spectacular crystal specimen. It is long and hexagonal with a flat, terminated end. Aragonite! Aragonite,
a crystalline form of calcium carbonate - a calcium atom (Ca) connected to a carbon atom (C) and three
oxygen atoms (O) - is often found in this region.
But this specimen doesn’t look quite like the aragonite with which you’re familiar, so you make some
tests. The crystal you found has a hardness of 2.5, somewhat lower than the known hardness of aragonite.
You drag the crystal across your porcelain streak plate – the streak it leaves is red, not white as you
would expect for aragonite. And the specific gravity of this specimen is almost 9, three times higher than
the specific gravity of aragonite. (Specific gravity is a measure of the density of the rock, that is, how
much mass is packed into a given volume. If you don’t know how to measure specific gravity, I provide
some easy instructions below.) Wrong hardness, wrong streak color, wrong specific gravity - is this crystal aragonite? Not likely.
Is there a mineral that does have a hardness of 2.5 and a specific gravity of 9, and that leaves a red
streak? Yes – copper! But native copper occurs only rarely in crystalline forms, and even then, the crystals are either cubic or octahedral, not hexagonal. So, no, the specimen you found is neither aragonite nor
a crystal of copper. No – what you have found is a pseudomorph of aragonite, a crystal that formed as
aragonite but in which, over millions of years, the calcium atoms in the calcium carbonate molecules
have been replaced by copper atoms. You have found a “copper after aragonite” pseudomorph. For you
fans of ancient Greek, “pseudomorph” comes to us from the Greek ψεῦδος (pseudos) meaning “false”
and μορφή (morphḗ) meaning “shape.”
Some minerals are more susceptible than others to the replacement process by which a pseudomorph is
created. Aragonite is one, although copper after aragonite is a rarity. (If you have really found a crystal of
copper after aragonite, you are one lucky duck! Even a small specimen of this pseudomorph sells for
hundreds of dollars.) A far more common pseudomorph of aragonite is calcite after aragonite.
Strictly speaking, copper after aragonite and calcite after aragonite are substitution or infiltration pseudomorphs. A substitution pseudomorph forms when one mineral is replaced by another while the original
mineral’s crystalline form is preserved. Because of the substitution, however, the resulting pseudomorph
has the color, hardness, and specific gravity (and other properties) of the new mineral. Atoms in pyrite,
the FeS2 molecules of which are an iron (Fe) atom bonded to two sulfur (S) atoms, are also relatively
commonly replaced. Pseudomorphs of pyrite retain the distinctive look of pyrite, of course, but none of
its other properties. Can you guess what atomic substitutions have occurred to form limonite after pyrite,
goethite after pyrite, and hematite after pyrite, all common pseudomorphs? The molecules in limonite are
FeO (O is oxygen), molecules in goethite are FeO2H (H is hydrogen), and molecules in hematite are
Fe2O3. (Hint: the iron atoms in FeS2 remain during the process of forming the pseudomorph.
Continued on page 10
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WHEN IS ARAGONITE NOT ARAGONITE? Continued from page 9
Another group of common pseudomorphs form from glauberite, a mineral easily identified by its intertwined, plate-like, rhombic crystals. Pseudomorphs of glauberite are among my favorites! Glauberite
is relatively soluble, so when subjected to water, the molecules that form glauberite can, over time, dissolve away to be replaced by gypsum, or calcite, or selenite, … or a good number of other minerals. Gypsum after glauberite and calcite after glauberite pseudomorphs are particularly common and easy to acquire.
Because glauberite is soluble, it is also common for the surfaces of a glauberite crystal to dissolve, allowing molecules of another mineral to attach themselves to those surfaces. In this way a glauberite crystal
can become encrusted with that second mineral. When the rest of the glauberite dissolves away, what’s
left is a hollow cast composed of the second mineral but in the shape of the original glauberite crystals.
This is an aptly named cast pseudomorph, often referred to as an epimorph. (The Greek word ἐπί (epí)
means “on top of.”) A common epimorph forms when the mineral prehnite coats a crystal of laumontite.
Often the encrusting of the laumontite is not complete, leaving a hollow, partial shell of prehnite.
Technically, the term pseudomorph refers to one substance forming in the shape of another, either by
molecules of one replacing molecules of the other or by one substance encrusting another. But a
“substance” does not have to be a mineral – petrified wood, for example, is considered a pseudomorph.
Millions of years ago, imagine a tree falling over into a primordial swamp. Buried, eventually, beneath
layers of mud and perhaps ash from ancient volcanoes, and therefore without oxygen to envelope it, the
wood could not decay… so the voids left behind as the wood broke down became filled with silicates.
Silicates... that’s rock! Rock in the form of the original, living tree. We could call this a silicate after
wood pseudomorph. (But to be clear, no one calls petrified wood by this name!) And in the same way,
fossils of dinosaur bones are technically pseudomorphs… made of the stone that replaced the biological
material in the bones of creatures that lived millions of years ago. Stone, but still in the shape of those
bones. The same is true of fossils of brachiopods and ammonites.
And finally, as promised, here is an easy way to measure the specific gravity of a specimen. (Or of
anything.) First, specific gravity is the density – the mass per volume – of an object relative to the mass
per volume of water. To find the specific gravity of a rock specimen, then, you need to measure its mass
(or weight) and its volume. Find a cylindrical container, preferably one not too much wider than the sample to be measured, and a kitchen scale. Set your scale to read out in grams and find the weight W of the
specimen. (Just to be persnickety, grams are a measure of mass, not weight. But your scale has been set
to convert from weight to mass.) Carefully measure the diameter in centimeters of the cylinder, partially
fill it with water, and measure the height H in centimeters that the water level goes up when you submerge your sample. The volume V of your sample is equal to the volume of the water it displaces, that is,
V is equal to ×(D/2)×(D/2)×H in cubic centimeters (cm3 ). You can now compute the specific gravity,
which is equal to (W / V) / (1 g/cm3 ), where 1 g/cm3 is the density of water at 4 oC. (And yes, dividing
by 1 is just as easy as it looks!)
So… when is aragonite not aragonite? When it is a pseudomorph! Consider adding some pseudomorphs
to your collection.
By Prof. Philip R. Kesten, Ph.D., Department of Physics, Santa Clara University

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
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Take Care of Your Collection
Being a mineral collector, I visit the dealers and shows in our area. I also go to tag sales, flea markets, consignment and antique stores, which occasionally can have mineral specimens for sale.
What I find mostly is only one or two specimens that were bought as a souvenirs, gifts, or an Object D’Art
for its decorative value. Rarely, I have found an estate sale where the deceased person was a collector or a
lapidary enthusiast. Our club has been given materials and collections from various past and deceased
members. Others were ones who had to move and did not have room to store their collection. Past club
boards have been using this material for selling at our monthly auctions and other venues. I knew many of
the members from which this material came.
What saddens me is the state these collections are in. While the original collector fully intended and started
a very good labeling and record keeping system, with the demands of everyday life, time, and health, many
collections will ultimately degrade into a mass of confusion.
Some of the material I have sorted through in the club stock came from an early member who passed on
some years ago. I had visited him a few times when he was alive and saw his collection. Even then it was in
a disorganized state. While he had started to properly have code numbers on each specimen and had a corresponding card file, he was unable to keep up with it.
When the remnants of his collection had come to me, via auction and sales, I found utter chaos. There were
specimens without numbers, numbered specimens without cards, missing specimens or cards. I filled three
tall kitchen can trash bags full of crumbling paper, mildewed cardboard trays, and an assortment of grubby
plastic containers that I had sorted from the minerals.
I knew that he, as well as other collectors, prized each piece he bought or collected. Each had its own story
to him. I knew that many pieces came from local sites now closed. I knew I was tossing out items with possibly some monetary or historical value. I tried to identify as much as I could, but ultimately, about 1/3 of
what was there went into the “use as pretty rocks” buckets. Many hobbyist collections I see are potentially
doomed to this fate.
You are asking, or should be asking, now, how can I avoid this happening to my collection? First, be very
selective of what you take home if you self collect. Just because you work hard to get a 5 gallon bucket of
material does not mean you have to keep it all. Ask yourself; is this the best that this site can offer? Do I
really need this much? Can I trade or sell the excess? Be picky. Don’t break your back hauling junk
home.
The other way is simple. At least once a month, devote some time to keep it in order. No “I can do that tomorrow” or “I’ll do it next week” excuses. Mount every thing firmly on a base of some type. It could be
anything. Styrofoam, wood, stiff cardboard or clear plastic blocks so long as you keep a uniform look.
Continued on page 12
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Take Care of Your Collection continued from page 11
Have a short, simple label ON EACH ITEM with a corresponding hardcopy list. You can do a list on the
computer, but computers crash. If you self collect and have multiples, mount a few and store the rest in a
sturdy container with a label in or on it.
Your next question should be “What can I use in preserving my collection?” NO cheap folding, paperboard boxes you get from a dealer. NO shoeboxes or other cheap boxes. NO zipper lock type bags or other plastic or paper bags. Both will degrade chemically and become mildew food or mouse nesting material quickly. NO plastic display cases scavenged from the dumpster behind Kohl’s or Wal-Mart. NO, NO,
NO deli or other food containers of any kind! Besides that fact that they will degrade also, it is poor way
to show your collection. If you have any pride in your collection, show it properly. This all goes double if
you store your collection in a basement or garage. And why are you storing your collection in such a
dark, damp, moldy, bug and rodent infested and inaccessible place anyway?
With the Internet, one can find all sorts of good looking and sturdy boxes, drawers, glass front display
unit kits and so on. There are many more makers and dealers of container systems just for our hobby now
than in decades past.
Yes, I know you are going to worry about the time and cost, so let me ask you this. Do you want your
collection, which you have spent much money, time, effort on, and have many fond memories of, to be
passed on as a worthwhile and educational collection to a young collector? Or do you want it to become
just some fancy rocks in a rock garden or buried in a concrete patio or wind up like the collection leftovers I deal with? Take Care of Your Collection.
By Ed Mattson from The Vug, 3

Is Your Rock a Meteorite?

Observations

Weird looking rocks are often thought to be meteorites, and sometimes they are. Have you found
one? Do you want to know?

If plan ‘A’ didn’t work, the alphabet has 25 more
letters. Anonymous

No one ever died from sleeping in an unmade
bed. Erma Bombeck

Meteoritetesting.org is a is an educational outreach for science centers, universities, museums,
planetariums, mineral societies, and the general
public. It offers a quick turnaround of your samples at low cost and is available to anyone who
thinks that they have fond a meteor.

If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.
Milton Berle
It’s not the years in your life that count, it’s the
life in your years. Anonymous

For more information, email: ab@meteorlab.com

We put clocks in our mobile phones so that we
don’t need to look at our watches. Now we put
mobile phones in our watches so that we don’t
need to look at our mobile phones. Sameen

New England Meteoritical Services
P. O. Box 440, Mendon MA. 01756

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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Mohs Hardness 5
Mohs Hardness of five has a veritable smorgasbord of representative minerals. Not only is there apatite,
the mineral chosen to represent it, but there are also smithsonite, dioptase, eosphorite, and hemimorphite.
And if you don’t like any of the minerals, look in your cupboard and take out a drinking glass because
glass is also Mohs hardness of five or look in the mirror and smile a nice big toothy smile because your
tooth enamel is five. You have lots of choices.
Apatite is a group of phosphate minerals. When I first read about apatite and realized
that its most notable commercial application seemed to be as a component in fertilizer, I
was not impressed especially when I read that the word apatite was derived from a
Greek word that means to deceive. It was so named because apatite is a mineral that is
often mistaken to be another mineral. Apatite has been mined occasionally as a source
of uranium and vanadium, present as trace elements in the mineral and sometimes it is
cherished as a gem stone especially when it is intense, clear blue.
Smithsonite is a mineral form of zinc carbonate. I have a nice sample that I found at
one of our SCVGMS rock sales, so come to our next rock sale for unexpected and beautiful finds, or if you’d rather prospect for your own sample, try the Kelly Mine in New
Mexico. One form of smithsonite is also called “turkey fat”. This turkey fat form is an
example of a pseudomorph. Read “When Is Aragonite Not Aragonite”, also in this issue
to learn more about pseudomorphs.

Dioptase-is a emerald-green to blue-green copper cyclosilicate mineral. My husband,
Bill and I have a beautiful brilliant green sample of dioptase. We found our sample at
Tucson, but if you wish to prospect for your own sample, dioptase can be found in several sites in Arizona. Because if its beauty, it is popular with mineral collectors. Dioptase, finely ground, is also used a pigment in paint. The finest specimens are found in
Namibia, but it is also found at the Mammoth-Saint Anthony Mine near Mammoth, Arizona and the Christmas Mine near Hayden, Arizona.

Apatite Photo
by Jo Borucki

Smithsonite
Photo by
Jo Borucki

Dioptase Photo
by Robert M.
Lavinsky

Eosphorite-is a manganese hydrous phosphate mineral. It is often shades of brown, but
occasionally it can be found in shades of pink or a rosy red. Its primary use is as a gemstone. It was first found a the Branchville Mica Mine in Branchville, Connecticut but is
also found at Taquaral, Minas Gerais, Brazil.
Eosphorite
Photo by
Parent Grey

Continued on page 14
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Mohs Hardness 5 Continued from page 13
Hemimorphite is a silicate mineral that was originally found, along with smithsonite when
mining zinc and lead ores. Because they so closely resemble one another, hemimorphite, a silicate and smithsonite, a zinc carbonate were thought to be the same mineral until, with analysis, were discovered to have unique chemical compositions. If you are interested in prospecting for it, hemimorphite is found in Pennsylvania, Missouri, Montana, Colorado, and New
Mexico.

Hemimorphite
Photo by
Ivor Leidus

This leaves us with one more example for Mohs hardness of 5, and that is the hardness of our
tooth enamel, and so we end this article with the smiles of three prospective rockhounds.

I have barely scratched the surface on the information about all of the examples for Mohs
hardness 5, so explore on your own. For starts, check Wikipedia or mindat.org.

Smile and Show
Your Mohs
Hardness 5s!

By Jo Borucki, Breccia Editor

Answers to the April Breccia Crossword Puzzle

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA

Answers to Sudoku Puzzle on the word, Scapolite
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Nipper Mounts
I hadn’t heard of “Nipper Mounts” before, and when I came upon an article in a 1963 Rocks and
Minerals Magazine about them, I thought you might find it interesting too.
In the summer of 1951, some rockhound friends went on a road trip from Northern Maine to New
York State to meet up with a mineral collector like themselves. His name was Mr. Ray Letson, who
was known to have a very fine mineral collection. It was very common to swap minerals with other
collectors back then, and people were so eager to share.
What the travelers were especially impressed by were Ray’s, “Nipper Mounts.” For the mineral collector living in an apartment with little room to display or hold their ever growing earthly collections,
the idea of making or collecting “Nipper Mounts” was ideal. The name came from using a pair of
nippers to nip off a small specimen from a larger specimen. The specimen was glued onto a 1” to 2”
card with the name of the mineral and its locality. Ray enjoyed making these to sell and giving them
to the Boy Scouts.
The travelers created their own form of “Nipper Mounts.” In their criteria they used minerals which
were ¼” to 1 ¼” long mounted on clear flat plastic. Later they created upright and upside-down “U”
shapes made of clear plastic to display some of their specimens better. Some of their friends liked to
display their “Nipper Mounts” on golf tees.
Every time the travelers entered competitions at rock and gem shows, they won awards for their
“Nipper Mounts.” The travelers commented, “Next to micromounts, “Nipper Mounts” are the most
perfect of the works of the Great Mineralist, but unlike micromounts these may be seen with the naked eye, thus are more easily shared with others. Everyone who sees them finds them interesting,
beautiful, and is completely captivated by them.
By Jennifer Haley, AFMS Historian, AFMS Newsletter, May 2022

Monterey Bay Jade Festival
June 10-12
Custom House Plaza, Monterey State Historic Park
Hours: Fri 1 to 7 PM, Sat 10 AM to 6 PM, Sun 10 AM to 4 PM
Contact: montereybayjadefestival.org
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General Meeting Minutes
April 26th, 2022
The April meeting of the Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society was called to order at 7:45 pm at
the Cabana Club and on Zoom, so that our members could enjoy the meeting in the way they felt the
most safe and comfortable.
Announcements: The SCVGMS Board meeting will be held on Zoom at 7:30pm on Thursday, April
28th.
2022 dues can be sent at any time, please sent your payment to our PO Box: SCVGMS, P.O. Box 54,
San Jose, CA 95103-0054 or give them to the treasurer at the meeting.
New Members: No new members. If you want to join the club, one must attend at least two club
meetings and have two sponsors from the club; it is easy to do!!
Board Meeting: Will be at on Zoom at 7:30.
Member Displays: By Rick Kennedy. Jo Borucki brought a Tourmaline and Quartz specimen from
the Tourmaline Queen Mine in Southern California, collected in the late 1960’s by Gene Westerberg.
One of our guests brought a sample of Plasma Agate from the Clear Creek Management Area. Rick
Kennedy showed off the most recent edition of the Mineralogical Record that had a feature article on
the Hallelujah Junction scepter location. Rick was happy to say that he has author credit and has found
some of the specimens featured in the article.
Bragging Rights: No Bragging Rights this month due to the silent Auction.
Rockhound of the Month: Bob Kout was given the award in thanks for his many acts of volunteerism.
Field Trips: Stephen May reported that our first Co-op trip, to the Clear Creek Management Area was
on for Saturday, April 30th. He also reported that the El Dorado club’s trip to the Owen’s Valley is
coming up, and that there will be a swap meet at the Placer County Fairgrounds in May. Please check
the Breccia for the most up to date information.
Study Groups:
Cabbers: In search of a new leader.
Smithies: Pat Speece is beginning to organize Smithies with the idea of resuming classes.
Hospitality: 21 members and 3 guests were in attendance.
ALAA: Nothing new.
DRC: Nothing new.
Federation Report: Karen Welder reported that the Federation show is going to be May 6-8 in Lancaster, California. She also reported that Camp Paradise will be happening on August 21 – 26th and also
from August 29 – September 2nd.
Correspondence: Rick Kennedy reported that the club received dues from several members and several statements from State Farm, Dodge and Cox, etc. He also received the AFMS and ALAA newsletters.
Sunshine Margo Mosher reported that Danielle Diamond and her husband have welcomed a new child
into this world.
Program: Silent Auction. Thanks to the generosity of both donors and bidders, it was a very successful auction.
Next Meeting: May 24nd at 7:30 PM.
Meeting was adjourned at 9:00 PM
Respectfully submitted, Rick Kennedy SCVGMS Secretary

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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Board Meeting Minutes
April 28th, 2022
The meeting was called to order at 7:37 PM via the Zoom application.
Roll Call: All board members were present except for Michelle Powers, Dean Welder and Karen
Welder.
Reading of the minutes from the March 24th Board Meeting: M/S/P to approve the minutes as
amended (S. May, P. Kidman).
New Members: M/S/P to accept the applications of Amber H., Maya H., and Pedram H. (F. Mullaney, R. Kennedy).
Correspondence: No new correspondence since the general meeting.
Treasurer’s Report: Presented by Frank Mullaney. Frank reported that the silent auction raised
$751.00, and he also presented an up-to-date report. M/S/P to accept the report (J. Borucki, S. May)
M/S/P to pay up to $130.00 for flanges for Jose Sul’s saw (R. Kennedy, S. May).
Member Dues: The club is accepting 2022 dues, and some members have already paid.
Committee Reports:
Federation: No change since the general meeting.
Field Trips: Stephen May reported that the Clear Creek trip was up to 17 people.
Old Business:
Trailers: The wheels for the trailers need replacing. We will replace them before we need to move
them.
2023 Officers: In November, 2022, the club will need to elect a new president and secretary. Anyone interested in either of these positions or as an at-large Board member, please contact any member of
the Board. Big changes are coming our way.
New Business:
Founder’s Day Picnic: Will be September 18th
Program Schedule:
May: Panel discussion of the Clear Creek trip.
June: To be announced
July: To be announced
Next Board Meeting: May 26th, at 7:30PM on Zoom.
Meeting adjourned at 8:06pm
Respectfully submitted, Rick Kennedy, SCVGMS Secretary

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA
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Santa Clara Valley
Gem and Mineral Society

SCVGMS ELECTED OFFICERS
President: Michele Smith
(408)374-1897
Vice President: Stephen May
(408)306-6782
Secretary: Rick Kennedy
(408)529-9690
Treasurer: Frank Mullaney
(408)691-2656
Editor: Jo Borucki
(408)245-2881
Federation Director: Karen Welder (408)353-2675
Alternate Fed. Director:
Paul Kidman
(408)356-4995
Board Members at Large
Jim Fox
Missy Fox
Michelle Powers
Alan Achor
Deb Runyan

(408)356-7711
(408)356-7711
(408)694-8686
(408)749-0771
(408)866-7564

Parliamentarian: Dean Welder

(408)353-2675

P.O. Box 54, San Jose, CA 95103-0054
Website: www.scvgms.org
Email: info@scvgms.org
Phone Number (408) 265-1422
Like us on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/santaclaravalleygemandmineralsociety

An Invitation
This society is pleased to invite guests to attend general meetings, study groups,
and field trips. General meetings are normally held the fourth Tuesday of every
month with meet and greet time beginning at 7:15 followed by the meeting at
7:45 PM at 100 Belwood Gateway (the Cabana Club), Los Gatos, CA 95032.
Belwood Gateway is just south of Blossom Hill Road between Leigh Avenue and
Harwood Road.
The next General Meeting is scheduled for May 24 at 7:45 at the Cabana
Club and is also available on Zoom. The Board Meeting is scheduled for
May 26 at 7:30 on Zoom.

SCVGMS COMMITTEE HEADS

Bragging Rights Chair: Alan Achor
Donation Receiving Committee Chair:
Michele Smith
Festival Chairpersons 2023: Jim and Missy Fox
Field Trip Coordinator: Stephen May
Founder’s Day Picnic Chairman: Stephen May
Founder’s Day Raffle: TBD
Founder’s Day Bingo: TBD
Hospitality: Pat and Louis Schuesler
Installation Dinner: Rick Kennedy, Jim and Missy
Fox
Member Displays: Rick Kennedy
Refreshments: TBD
Silent Auction: TBD
Sunshine: Margo Mosher
Trophies: Frank Mullaney
Librarian: Deb Runyan
Webmaster: TBD

Note: Some of these committee heads may
change. Michele Smith and Stephen May are
working to fill all positions.

Santa Clara Valley Gem and Mineral Society
San Jose, CA

Our Society’s Purpose: The inculcation of a love of rocks and minerals by the
furtherance of members' interests in the earth sciences and by education in all
facets of related educational activities with the promotion of good fellowship,
proper ethics, and conduct.
Our Membership Requirements: Attendance at two general meetings within
twelve months. This society is a member of the California Federation of
Mineralogical Societies (CFMS) and is affiliated with the American Federation of
Mineralogical Societies (AFMS). Our Newsletter, the Breccia, is published ten
times annually. The deadline for all articles is the Sunday after the general
meeting. The Breccia editor is Jo Borucki who may be contacted by email at
joborucki@yahoo.com or by phone at (408)245-2881. The Breccia is proofread
by Pat Speece. Exchange bulletins may be sent to Jo Borucki, 1196 Sesame
Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. Permission to copy is freely granted to American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies (AFMS) affiliated clubs when proper credit
is given.

Study Group Leaders
For information, please contact the leader listed below.

Smithies: Pat Speece 408- 266-4327 pat.speece@comcast.net
Cabbers: We need a leader. Can it be you?
Rock Tumbling Study Group: David Mosher
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